BONE SUPPORT SUPPLEMENTS*

Calcium plays an important role in supporting healthy bones, but calcium alone is not enough.* For over 35 years, Integrative Therapeutics™ has been offering a broad selection of bone health supplements to meet the diverse needs of your patients. Our unique formulations were developed to be integrated with your diet and lifestyle recommendations, offering you a comprehensive, yet flexible, approach to individualized patient care.

**OsteoPrime® Bone Formulas for Comprehensive Support**
Available in two different formulations, OsteoPrime delivers balanced nutritional support to keep bones strong and resilient.* Formulated by medical doctors to include five forms of calcium, magnesium, and trace minerals, such as strontium, these exclusive blends are ideal for patients requiring a high level of bone support.*

**Liquid Calcium Magnesium for Ease and Flexibility**
Liquid Calcium Magnesium offers maximum flexibility for individualized mineral balance and dose titration in a pleasant tasting, easy-to-use delivery systems. With two different formulas supplying Calcium and Magnesium in ratios of 1:1 and 2:1, along with other supportive nutrients, Liquid Calcium Magnesium is a convenient alternative to tablets or capsules.

*THIS STATEMENT HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
BONE SUPPORT SUPPLEMENTS*

OsteoPrime®

OsteoPrime® Forté and OsteoPrime® Ultra bone formulas feature physician-developed blends for comprehensive support.*

- Formulated in conjunction with bone health experts, Dr. Alan Gaby, MD and Dr. Jonathan Wright, MD, OsteoPrime Forté contains 23 beneficial ingredients, including trace minerals not found in many other supplements. It’s an ideal formula for younger adults who wish to take a proactive approach to bone health, as well as healthy premenopausal women.
- OsteoPrime Ultra includes 22 supportive vitamins, trace minerals, and other key nutrients, including vitamin K2, a highly bioavailable form of vitamin K, which plays a role in building bone.*

OsteoPrime Forté: #77722, 77702, 120 capsules or tablets
OsteoPrime Ultra: #77712, 120 tablets

Liquid Calcium Magnesium

Liquid Calcium Magnesium 2:1

- Orange Vanilla flavored Liquid Calcium Magnesium provides a 2:1 ratio of Calcium to Magnesium (600 mg Calcium Magnesium Citrate and 300 mg Calcium Magnesium Citrate and Magnesium Citrate). This formula also includes 400 IU Vitamin D (as cholecalciferol) per serving.

Liquid Calcium Magnesium 1:1

- Berry flavored Liquid Calcium Magnesium provides a 1:1 ratio of Calcium to Magnesium (500 mg Calcium Magnesium Citrate and 500 mg Calcium Magnesium Citrate and Magnesium Citrate). This formula also includes 100 IU Vitamin D (as cholecalciferol) and 250 mcg Boron per serving.

Liquid Calcium Magnesium Orange-Vanilla: #10020
Liquid Calcium Magnesium Berry: #10881

Vitamin D3

Integrative Therapeutics™ Vitamin D3 nutritional supplements are in the form of cholecalciferol (D3), which has been shown to raise serum levels.*

Available in 1,000 IU tablets or 2,000 IU and 5,000 IU chocolate flavored chewable tablets, these products offer a broad range of dosages for greater support of bone health and immune function.*

Vitamin D3 1,000 IU: #76939, 90 tablets
Vitamin D3 2,000 IU: #76912, 120 chewable tablets

*=THIS STATEMENT HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.